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Soprano

The Dolomite Soprano is a
lightweight outdoor walker with
large wheels, providing excellent
skills on rough uneven ground.
Easy to deal with as it can be
folded and stands in the folded
position. Soprano has heavy-duty
functions, in a lightweight suit.

Takes you anywhere
Easy to push thanks to large, light and solid wheels. The excellent driving skills on uneven surfaces and the
sturdy frame taking 160 kg gives mobility for everyone and everywhere.

Stands in folded position
Makes the walker easy to park on a small surface. Ideal when visiting crowded places, the theatre or for
storing at home.

Forward facing
Handles and a flip up seat. Together with a wide frame, this gives the user a large gait area and stable
rollator for outdoor use.

Features and options

Tray

Cane holder

Backrest

For transportation of a cup of coffee
or similar. Can be moved to a table.
Art no. 70311

Makes the cane easily
accessible.
Art no. 12606

A comfortable and safe support to
lean against. Mounted on the handles
and therefore follows the height
adjustment.
Art no. 12628

Features and options

Kerb-climber

Wheel guard

One-hand brake

“Pedal” that simplifies
passing kerbs or similar.
Art no. 12563

Protects clothing from
being dirty from wheel
splash.
Art no. 12544 (pair)

Makes it possible to activate both brakes with one
hand. Can only be ordered as complete product
Art no. 12030-44-21L (left)
12030-44-21R (right)

Drip-feed holder

Adapt handle set

Screw instead of knob

Hanging bag

Holds drip feed on place.
Height adjustable. No
tools needed.
Art no. 12547

Multi adjustable to get
optimized hand position.
Can only be ordered as
complete product.
Art no. 12030-44-21
ADAPT

Replace height
adjustment knob
with the screw when
adjustment is not
desired.
Art no. 13655 (pair)

Provides extra room
when the basket is
quickly filled. Can be
combined with oxygen
cylinder holder.
Art no. 12523

HP-handle set

Slow-down brake

Oxygen cylinder holder

Basket

Adaptation for
one-handed/ stroke
patients. Can only be
ordered as complete
product.
Art no.
12030-44-21 HPL (left)
12030-44-21 HPR (right)

A safety feature
preventing the walker
from rolling away.
Perfect for gait training
and one handed
solutions.
Art no. 1452396-L (left)
1452396-R (right)

The oxygen cylinder
is centrally positioned
on the rollator and
thereby provides good
maneuverability. Fits
most cylinders.
Art no. 12683

Spacious basket with
handles. Max load
capacity 12 kg.
Art no. 12541

Technical data
For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user manual, please refer to
your local Invacare website.
Width between
outside wheels

Dolomite Soprano

Dolomite Soprano

WIDTH BETWEEN OUTSIDE
WHEELS

Depth

Width between
wheels

WIDTH BETWEEN WHEELS

655 mm

750 mm

Product weight

Max. user weight

Width folded

MAX. USER WEIGHT

160 kg

330 mm

10,8 kg

545 mm

Overall height

Seat height

790 - 990 mm

620 mm

Width between
handles

WIDTH BETWEEN HANDLES

440 mm

Wheel diameter

260 mm

Frame colour
RAL 1035

Please notice colors may vary slightly from those displayed above.
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